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Main Points - Genesis 16:5-15

Discussion Questions

It can be terrifying to face an unknown future alone.
Confidence in the unknown comes from trusting that we are known.
Jesus showed us that God cares for every individual no matter their race,
gender, or class.

1.

What is something about our unknown future that seems to keep
causing you worry, stress, and/or uncertainty?

2.

Get a jump start on this week’s reading challenge and read Luke
12:22-34. What here cultivates peace for you?

3.

What would be different for you if you KNEW, in every moment,
that God saw you, heard you, and knew you? How can your
group pray for you in this?

God’s love and care is often most clearly seen when we are alone and facing
the unknown.
Trust often requires us to take a difficult step that doesn’t make sense.
When we trust that God sees us we have confidence facing a future we can’t
see.
You are not alone. You are seen. You are heard. You are known.
Question: How would your life be different if you KNEW that God KNEW you?
When you know that you are known you have confidence in the unknown.
Invitation: Luke 12:22-34 once a day for a week.
Fear of the unknown is erased by the confidence of being known.

ASK US A QUESTION:
www.yourcrosscreek.com/ask/

“Show Notes” Resources with Links:
Let us know you’re here!
Join a Connect Group
Read Transcript || Ask a Question

Additional Resources / Books on this
topic:
• The Horse and His Boy, C.S. Lewis

#SalemOregon #local Giveaways:
Padington's Pizza || Enter to win: Love, Love
Teriyaki (follow our Social Media)

Bible Readings:
• Luke 12:6-7; Read Luke 12:22-34 once
a day for a week

Music we enjoyed this week:
Cake, Mahna, Mahna
Crowder: Wildfire
The Cranberries: Zombie

Pray it Forward- August #forSalem
Opportunity
▶ Donate to Crosscreek & keep a good thing
goin’

